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This is the kickoff to an extraordinary life. With a career in Newfoundland and Labrador’s electricity industry.
It’s the feeling you get working a job that touches people lives. Having steady work that pays well. Being home
on Sundays, not just holidays. And having room to grow. That’s a career that’s truly something special.
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CORPORATE OVERVIEW

Nalcor holds 2015 Annual Public General Meeting
NALCOR EMPLOYEES, STAKEHOLDERS
AND THE GENERAL PUBLIC ATTENDED
NALCOR’S ANNUAL GENERAL
MEETING THIS YEAR AT THE HOLIDAY
INN ON MARCH 26.

With the move last year to quarterly
financial reporting, the public reporting
timelines have been accelerated meaning
the AGM and release of Nalcor’s Annual
Business and Financial Update for 2014
were held earlier than in previous years.

At the meeting, President and CEO Ed
Martin, Ken Marshall, and Derrick Sturge
presented the business achievements
and financial results for 2014 and took
questions from the audience in the room
and those watching online.

To view video recordings of the 2015
AGM proceedings, visit
www.nalcorenergy.com/agm-2015.asp

Selected Highlights from 2014

0 lost-time injuries… Best safety

During his presentation, Ed Martin
highlighted a number of business
accomplishments from the past year,
including the substantial progress made on
the Muskrat Falls Project with several key
construction milestones met, the continued
advancement of the long-term asset
management strategy, and the significant
work done by Hydro to ensure safe and
reliable electricity service to customers.

Jennifer Williams, Manager of Regulatory
Engineering for Hydro, emceed the event.
“I joined Nalcor last Fall, and since then,
I’ve gained an appreciation for the vision
and the journey that we’re on as the
province’s energy company,” noted
Jennifer. “Being involved in the Annual
General Meeting was great from that
perspective. Nalcor is the peoples’
company and we have a responsibility
to report to them in an open and
accessible way.”

performance on record

84% NL Hydro customer service
satisfaction

99% of environmental
leadership targets completed

$250M+ capital investments in
Hydro and Churchill Falls to
support long-term asset
management

To Jennifer, the future that Nalcor is helping
to forge for the province looks bright.

500hrs volunteered for good
causes by our employees

“When you take a step back from your day
-to-day role and see the path that Nalcor
and Newfoundland and Labrador are on to
become an energy leader,” she says, “it’s easy
to get excited about where we’re headed.”

37,500km of 2D offshore
seismic data acquired, most in a
single year since 1983

Key Financial Results: 2004-2014 Comparison
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SAFETY

Kim Sheppard (center) and her coworkers talk SWOP during their afternoon coffee break.

Let’s Talk SWOP
EMPLOYEES AT NALCOR ENERGY
CHURCHILL FALLS ARE
CONTINUOUSLY SEEKING WAYS TO
ENHANCE SAFETY PROGRAMS AND
KEEP THE WORKFORCE ENGAGED.
JUST RECENTLY, THEY FOUND AN
INNOVATIVE WAY OF DOING
JUST THAT.
In 2007, Nalcor launched the Safe
Workplace Observation Program (SWOP).
It was designed with a simple concept in
mind - See it, Fix it, Report it. The program
provides a platform to report, review and
analyze safe and unsafe work practices
and conditions in an effort to identify
opportunities and eliminate hazards. It
tracks trends and measures the company’s
safety performance through a monthly
Safety Performance Triangle.
In a recent initiative called Let’s Talk
SWOP, Churchill Falls employees are
enhancing their knowledge of the SWOP
Program through a five-part educational
campaign - ongoing until November.
The campaign places a focus on the
different components of the safety
triangle and encourages employee
OUTLET - SUMMER 2015

engagement through interactive contests
and prize giveaways.
Kim Sheppard, Human Resources
Coordinator and 30-year veteran of the
company has been hooked right from
the beginning.

monthly segments and bi-weekly
questions, but takes her time and even
does a little research to ensure her entries
are correct.
Cherylynn Downer, Communications &
Community Relations Advisor, one of the

“The “Let’s Talk SWOP” program gave me an
opportunity to really look at the SWOP triangle, it’s
purpose and it’s content. It reminded me how
important it is to identify and address issues before
they become a danger to us.” - Robert Noel,
Mechanical Maintenance Engineer, Churchill Falls.
“This campaign is brilliant,” says
Sheppard. “I don’t think I’ve ever been so
excited about a campaign or contest until
this one - and it has nothing to do with
the prizes. I’m truly learning about the
Safety Triangle.”
Sheppard goes on to say that the
campaign’s approach is a smart way to
reach people and get them excited
about learning what the stats and data
mean. She looks forward to the new

employees instrumental in bringing about
the initiative, says that the response and
participation is the most she has ever
seen with an internal campaign.
“When employees see our safety triangle,
we want them to see more than just
numbers; we want to help them
understand what the numbers mean and
how their contributions truly make a
difference,” says Downer. “And we hope
this campaign helps us achieve that.”
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SAFETY

L-R: Chris Dawe, Susan Ryan and Michael Luther at Paradise River Hydroelectricity Generating Facility.

Safety culture starts with young workers
MIKE LUTHER HAS BEEN EMPLOYED
WITH NALCOR FOR TWO YEARS,
CURRENTLY AS A CIVIL PROJECT
ENGINEER WITH PROJECT EXECUTION.
After graduating from Memorial
University with a Civil Engineering Degree
in 2013, he began his employment with
Nalcor right away. Mike felt that he was
always aware of the importance of safety,
but since starting at Nalcor he has truly
learned the importance of ensuring
everyone goes home safely each and
every day.
Luther recalls reading a sign in a staff
kitchen area that read ‘Please be cautious
when reaching around kettle as the
outside surface may be hot.’ As something
that may seem like an obvious precaution,
this indicator was the moment of
4

realization for Luther as to how serious
Nalcor is about the safety of its employees
- it was the perfect symbol of how
important it is to pay attention and be
safe on the job.
New and young workers are more likely
to be injured on the job and are three

safety conscience? According to Mike,
one of the most important things that an
employer can do is to take a personal
approach. Luther recently presented the
importance of safety culture of new and
young workers to both the co-op
students going through orientation and
the leadership team at Nalcor.

“They’re worried about saying no or asking
questions, and going overboard to make a good
impression on their supervisors, without truly
understanding the risks they are taking and how
important safety really is.” Mike Luther
times more likely to be injured during
the first month of their employment. So,
with this in mind, how do you engage
new and young workers to be more

The main goal of his presentation is to
create a change in the mindset of new
and young employees. “They’re worried
about saying no or asking questions,
NALCOR ENERGY
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Luther with his family.

Luther and his girlfriend.

and going overboard to make a good
impression on their supervisors,
without truly understanding the risks
they are taking and how important safety
really is,” says Luther. “All of this leads to a
higher rate of on-the-job injuries for
these workers.”

“The things that stuck with me the most
were from someone presenting with a
more personalized approach,” said
Luther. “There’s a lot of information
presented to you in the first couple of
days, so meaningful conversations
are important.”

Through his experiences, Mike has
learned what has worked best for him.

The most effective section of Luther’s
presentation seemed to be when he

discussed why safety was important to
him. “Keeping safety at the forefront of
your mind should be a part of
everything we do. It’s all about your
loved ones,” he says as pictures of his
family and girlfriend came across the
presentation behind him. “I want to make
sure that my co-workers and I go home
safe at the end of each day.”

Kids: get out your crayons and Take a Moment for Safety
KIDS, IT’S TIME TO DUST OFF YOUR COLOURING PENCILS and submit
your safety poster for the 2016 home safety calendar. Family members of
Nalcor Energy employees eligible to enter the contest are children,
grandchildren, nieces, nephews and siblings aged five to 15 years old.
Nalcor is looking for colour pictures that show things that can be done to
live safely and prevent accidents at work, at home and at play. Nalcor hopes
this year to see some great images of different activities including seasonal
safety. Think of occasions like back-to-school, summertime safety, winter
recreation and spring clean-up.
There is a prize valued at $50 for each person whose submission is selected
by the judging committee for a month in the calendar. Submissions should
use creativity to reflect safety practices at home, work, school or play.
Remember when submitting an entry, the finished drawing should not be larger than 8.5” x 11”, be on a white sheet of paper and the
drawing should be in landscape format (long edge of paper at top/bottom). The entry deadline is August 28, 2015. Entry forms can
be picked up in area offices, or you can download a copy from the GRID.
OUTLET - SUMMER 2015
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Muskrat Falls Project

Be safe when travelling in construction zones
At Nalcor Energy, the safety of our employees, contractors and the public is our number one priority.
As part of the Muskrat Falls Project, construction activities for the hydroelectric generating facility,
transmission lines and other electrical infrastructure are now ongoing in several regions across the
province, including Labrador, on the Northern Peninsula, in the west and central regions of the island, and
on the Avalon Peninsula.
Heavy equipment and machinery will be operating in various regions until the project is complete in
2017. For your safety and the safety of our contractors and workers, please use caution when travelling
or operating recreational vehicles in areas where construction is ongoing and respect posted safety
signage. Hunting is not permitted in active construction zones.
Visit muskratfalls.nalcorenergy.com for construction information and a detailed map of transmission
lines. Follow us on Twitter and Facebook for regular construction updates.
Twitter: @nalcorenergy
Facebook: facebook.com/nalcorenergy

muskratfalls.nalcorenergy.com

ENVIRONMENT

As construction on the Muskrat Falls Project continues to advance across the province, on-site environmental monitors like Sabrina Penney
(inset photo) work to ensure that project activities have a minimal impact on the environment.

Sabrina Penney – A Day in the Life of an On-Site
Environmental Monitor
SABRINA PENNEY HAS GOTTEN OUT
OF THE LAB AND INTO THE WILD AS
ONE OF NALCOR’S ON-SITE
ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORS WITH
THE MUSKRAT FALLS PROJECT.
She has been with Nalcor since February
2015, and her love for the outdoors and
environmental sustainability has kept her
home in Newfoundland and Labrador,
where her passion and roots collide.
Sabrina, who has several degrees in the
environmental field from the Marine
Institute, Memorial University, and
University of New Brunswick, is utilizing
her skills to become an invaluable member
of the project team. Along with her
education, Sabrina says that it is her ability
to deal with constantly changing situations,
and her willingness to learn, that has
allowed her to succeed in this role.
OUTLET - SUMMER 2015

“The scenery is beautiful. I love being
outdoors and being surrounded by
nature, it’s what keeps me going.” When
asked about the dedication her team
must have, she said their efforts have
been unparalleled, and that it is Nalcor’s
commitment to safety that allows them
to consistently get things done.
Sabrina’s days consist of collaboration and
planning with various contractors,
checking equipment, making sure there

she loves the change of pace her job
requires. “I could be in one place and find
out we have to drop everything and go
assist somewhere else.” Her experiences in
the field have already surpassed what she
had anticipated and despite the challenges
field workers face on a regular basis,
Sabrina’s love for the environment is what
drives her.
Sabrina and her coworkers embody the
vision and values set forth by Nalcor,

“The scenery is beautiful. I love being outdoors
and being surrounded by nature, it’s what keeps
me going.” Sabrina Penney
are no leaks, ensuring proper stream
crossings for heavy machinery and overall
preservation of the environment. But
despite this seemingly routine description,

showing strong commitment to
teamwork, leadership and respect for
both each other and the surroundings
that challenge them every day.
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Michelle Dooley-Kirby is one of several Customer Service Representatives who is always ready to help Hydro customers with their questions
and concerns.

New customer service strategy goes beyond the phone
HYDRO HAS DEVELOPED A NEW
CUSTOMER SERVICE STRATEGY IN AN
EFFORT TO BETTER SERVE
CUSTOMERS AND TO INSTILL A
CULTURE OF SERVICE EXCELLENCE
ACROSS THE ORGANIZATION.
“We have a renewed focus on enhancing
the customer experience,” says Tony Lye,
Customer Service Manager. “This is not
just a new phone system or a computer
system or a billing system. This is a
long-term strategy meant to facilitate
improvements of Hydro’s service to our
customers and allow Hydro to be seen as
a leader when it comes to service delivery.”
The three-year plan outlines a vision for
improved customer service, guiding
principles and specific actions. This
includes a review of current technologies
and processes with a view to proactively
meet the evolving needs of today’s
technologically savvy customer.
“As an organization we have a very solid
customer service track record and
8

satisfaction rate,“ says Lye. “Our customer
service representatives currently do a
great job with the tools they have. But we
want to do more… give customers an
even better experience. We want to build
on our strong foundation and make sure
we continue to meet and surpass our
customer’s expectations which, as you
would presume, are high. Customers
today expect real-time personalized
service, often outside normal business
hours, and are looking for more
convenient self-service options.”
The plan details short and long-term
initiatives, which include an enhanced
customer website allowing more self
-service features, process improvements
and technology upgrades. There will be
more focus on eBilling and mobile service
offerings, as well as putting information at
the customer’s fingertips.
And it doesn’t stop there.
“The customer service team is often the
first point of contact for customers but

we want to ensure that there is an
integrated view of customer service
throughout the organization - from our
line crews to our meter readers - to ensure
a seamless customer service journey on
every level.”

By the Numbers
• The most recent Customer
Service Satisfaction Survey 		
results score us at 84 per cent.
• The CEA industry average is in
the 60 per cent range.
• Our Customer Service call
center receives approximately
50,000 calls, 6,000 customer 		
emails and 3,500 requests for
new and transfer accounts
each year.
• Our billing department takes
care of approximately 432,000
customer bills annually for our
rural residential, commercial,
industrial customers.

NALCOR ENERGY
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Erin Gillis, Geologist and Mike White, Geoscience Technologist Team Lead working with the Metocean data in NESS.

Oil and Gas opportunities expanded by NESS
NALCOR HAS DEVELOPED AND IS
EXECUTING AN EXPLORATION
STRATEGY BASED ON GLOBAL BEST
PRACTICES TO FIND NEW OIL AND
GAS RESOURCES FOR THE BENEFIT
OF THE PEOPLE OF NEWFOUNDLAND
AND LABRADOR.
By using state-of-the-art map-based
technology, Nalcor has created an
interactive visualization tool titled NESS
(Nalcor Exploration Strategy System)
that provides industry and the people
of Newfoundland and Labrador for
the first time, access to data that will
help lower exploration barriers for
offshore Newfoundland and Labrador’s
frontier basins.
NESS is a proprietary state-of-the-art mapbased technology that contains a vast
inventory of offshore oil and gas data,
including the recently released Metocean
Study. Through NESS, users can display,
filter and analyze a vast array of available
geoscience data and information and then
export the results to meet their needs.
Leading the development of NESS is
Mike White, a Geoscience Technologist
Team Lead who has been with Nalcor for
three years. Mike knew right away that
he wanted to work with Nalcor, due to
OUTLET - SUMMER 2015

the positive impact the company makes
on the community. Working at Nalcor
allows him to be innovative in his
attempt to make an impact in the oil and
gas industry.
The Metocean Study led by Erin Gillis,
Geologist, examines winds, waves,
currents, fog, vessel icing, pack ice,
icebergs, ice islands, the influence of
environmental changes on such
conditions for Newfoundland and
Labrador’s offshore region, as well as
comparisons to other areas of the
world with ongoing oil and gas

led the team to believe that conditions
in the North Atlantic may be less severe
than current perceptions of the region.
Findings like these could provide
new opportunities for the future of
offshore exploration.
NESS and the Metocean Study will help
set a new industry standard for offshore
Newfoundland and Labrador. White, a
father of two young boys, wants nothing
more than for them to be able to work in
their home province. He states that “what
we are doing at Nalcor today is going to
help make that happen.”

“Challenges are what fuel Nalcor employees.
“It makes me get out of bed in the morning.
It’s interesting, it’s technical and it’s challenging.
I love what I do.” Erin Gillis
exploration. Gillis expressed similar
reasoning to White’s as to why she was
interested in working with Nalcor. “I liked
the idea of working for an energy
company that was invested in the
province,” she says. “It makes a difference
when it’s for the benefit of the people
of Newfoundland and Labrador.”
The Metocean Study has provided many
interesting findings. The data collected

NESS and the Metocean Study have
grown from modest beginnings. NESS
started as a PowerPoint presentation of
15 slides and the Metocean Study was
seen as a massive undertaking due to
the sheer size of the area; however,
challenges are what fuel Nalcor
employees. “It makes me get out of bed
in the morning,” says Gillis. “It’s interesting,
it’s technical and it’s challenging. I love
what I do.”
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Switch on Your Life - new electricity program for youth
NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR
HYDRO (HYDRO) AND
NEWFOUNDLAND POWER, IN
PARTNERSHIP WITH THE
GOVERNMENT OF NEWFOUNDLAND
AND LABRADOR, LAUNCHED AN
EXCITING NEW EDUCATION AND
AWARENESS INITIATIVE IN MARCH
TO PROMOTE CAREERS IN THE
ELECTRICITY INDUSTRY IN
NEWFOUNDLAND AND LABRADOR.
The goal of the program - which comes
with the tagline Switch on Your Life - is to
educate youth in the province about
the electricity industry and associated
career opportunities.
“As utilities, we hire people to work in
nearly all areas of Newfoundland and
Labrador. As our industry continues to
grow, attracting the skills necessary to fill
key positions will become more of a
challenge, particularly in some rural
areas,” says Gerard McDonald, VicePresident, Human Resources and
Organizational Effectiveness. “It is our
hope that by highlighting the many
benefits of the industry in this province,
more young men and women will
become interested in the field.”

are often very involved in helping their
children decide on a career goal.
In addition to the marketing materials,
curriculum supplement material has been
developed and is being offered in high
schools across the province.
“It seems to be working ,” says McDonald.
“Since launching this past winter, the
curriculum has been a huge success in

“It is a really great project. It will let people know
about some of the great careers in this province’s
electricity industry that they probably didn’t know
about and wouldn’t have considered pursuing
before.” Jessica Lowe, Hydro Plant Operator in
Bay d’Espoir and one of the Hydro employees
who were profiled
Communications and marketing
materials, a website and a social media
space have been developed; targeted
at youth, as well as their parents, who
10

the classroom and we continue to
receive positive feedback and have
responded to several requests for
additional information.”

The initiative highlights seven careers in
the industry: Hydro Plant Operator; Power
System Operator; Power Line Technician;
Industrial Electrician; Industrial Mechanic;
Engineering Technologist; and Engineer.
The available resources provide not only
an overview of the electricity industry and
the benefits of working in this field, but
also provide details on the education
required to pursue each career.
The materials are vibrant and appealing
and use phrases like ‘you don’t have to
leave home to go places’ - all focused on
the benefits of working in the electricity
industry in this province and sparking
interest in potential future employees.
Some of Hydro’s own employees have
been featured in short videos profiling
their careers and showcasing what they
love most about their chosen occupations.
You can view all the information at
www.ElectricityIndustryNL.ca or
Facebook.com/ElectricityIndustryNL.
NALCOR ENERGY
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The project is currently in the
environmental assessment (EA) phase, and
will be for the rest of the year, says Marion
Organ, Environmental Services Manager.
She explains Hydro will be carefully
studying the potential environmental and
socio-economic impacts of the new line.
This includes public consultation and
stakeholder meetings in the communities
along the proposed route which will help
identify potential concerns and better
inform the planning process.
Marion Organ, Manager of Environmental Services, at a community open house in Chapel
Arm to discuss the purposed route of new line with residents.

New powerline will result in less
congestion, improved reliability
NOT MANY PEOPLE THINK ABOUT
WHAT GOES ON WHEN THEY FLIP THE
SWITCH FOR POWER… UNTIL IT’S
NOT THERE.
We’re continually making investments to
ensure reliable service to our customers
now, and over the long term.
One of the biggest investments Hydro is
making is in the construction of a new
230kV transmission line between Bay
d’Espoir to Western Avalon which is
essential for continued reliability as
customer demand continues to grow.

The new high voltage, 230kV transmission
line’s proposed route will be about 188
km in length and parallels two existing
transmission lines between the Bay
d’Espoir Generating Station and the
Western Avalon Terminal Station near
Chapel Arm.
The upgrade of this corridor will provide
additional capacity into the Avalon
Peninsula, relieve congestion, enhance the
resiliency of the current transmission
network originally built in the late 1960s,
and reinforce the interconnection of the
system with Labrador.

Fast Facts
• The 230kV transmission line will be approximately 188 km in length and will
bypass the Sunnyside Terminal Station.
• It will parallel two existing transmission lines between the Bay d’Espoir
Generating Station and the Western Avalon Terminal Station near
Chapel Arm.
• Estimated capital cost is $291.7 million.
• Construction is expected to start mid-2016.
• The anticipated in-service date is 2018.
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“From an environmental perspective,
using an existing right of way is preferred,”
she says. “Following the existing lines
avoids the creation of a new access
corridor, reduces the overall environmental
footprint and minimizes the impact to the
communities along the route.”
Key environmental considerations are
caribou, freshwater fish, parks and
protected areas, rare plants, birds, as well
as historic and archaeological resources.
Organ says even though the project is
required to be registered under the
provincial Environmental Protection Act,
the process is about good planning.
“We consider this environmental planning.
We want to understand how to mitigate
the effects before construction, including
planning and mitigating access
requirements,” says Organ. “Regardless of
the project, we are committed to full and
open consultation and to ensuring that all
our operations and capital projects are
carried out in an environmentally
responsible manner.”
Construction will not start until public
consultation and environmental processes
have been finalized, public feedback has
been considered and all regulatory
approvals are in place.
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Mike Doyle (front) spends time with Alphonse Keefe, Power Systems Operator, enjoying every training opportunity he can get.

A whole lot of passion in this career change
MIKE DOYLE SPENT 14 YEARS WITH
NALCOR’S IT DEPARTMENT. HE WORKED
MONDAY TO FRIDAY, 9-5, IN CHURCHILL
FALLS, WHERE HE LIVES WITH HIS WIFE
AND TWO CHILDREN. HE ENJOYED HIS
WORK, BUT ALWAYS FELT HE WAS
MISSING OUT ON SOMETHING.
“I always had a keen interest in the core of
what we do - the generation of power,”
says Doyle.
When the opportunity came for six
people to participate in a customized
Power Systems Operator Apprenticeship
Training Program at the Churchill Falls
Generating Plant, he went home and told
his wife he was trading in his office job to
throw on the work boots.
He says his wife and children supported
him 100 per cent because they really
understood his passion.
“At the age of 40, it was something I had
to think about long and hard, but it was
something I really wanted to do,” Doyle
12

says. “I have a very supportive family and
I couldn’t have done it without them.”
Doyle went back into the classroom,
where he and five others started with the
absolute basics of electricity. While he’d
had an interest, read a lot about it and
had the access to workers he could ask
questions of in his first career, Doyle says
some of his classmates had no experience.

“The learning environment is incredible. I
don’t think you could get the same training
in any college,” he says, pointing out that
most electrical students don’t have a
power generating station in their classroom.
“Here we would say, OK, we’re off to the
station for the rest of the afternoon.”
The class is currently in a working block,
doing 12-hour shifts while continuing

“At the age of 40, it was something I had to think
about long and hard, but it was something I really
wanted to do.” Mike Doyle
“The instructor was second to none, he
tested us and beyond,” Doyle says. “He
took us from two magnets, a rotating coil
and a field, to where we are today.”
Doyle and his classmates still have a long
way to go before achieving their Blue Seal
Certification, but because Nalcor Energy
Churchill Falls launched the training
program, they have an opportunity not
possible in other learning facilities.

specialized training in high voltage
switching, confined space safety training
and online and in-class assignments.
Doyle and his classmates hope to
graduate in 2017, and while he can always
fall back on his IT skills, he says for now,
when his co-workers come looking for
help with their computers, he can turn
and run in the other direction.

NALCOR ENERGY
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McHappy Day Mission is a Success for Hydro Employees
DURING THIS YEAR’S ACTS OF
KINDNESS WEEK, HYDRO
EMPLOYEES HAD SOMETHING
EXTRA TO SMILE ABOUT.
As regular supporters of Ronald
McDonald House, they were excited to
hear that McHappy Day was going to
occur during Acts of Kindness Week,
OUTLET - SUMMER 2015

which would allow them to devote an
entire day to the charity’s cause.
It is evident that Ronald McDonald House
is a clear fit with Hydro. Their mission is to
create, find, and support programs that
directly improve the health and wellbeing
of children. “It’s something that we, as
employees, believe in,” said Megan

Greenslade, Corporate Communications
Coordinator, “it really hits home with our
corporate values.”
Megan and her fellow employees
provided over seventy selfies for
McHappy day, which helped raise
awareness and money for the charity.
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Edward Piwas and his wife Agathe, at home in Davis Inlet.

A loyal employee remembered
EDWARD (ETTIWET)PIWAS WAS
PROUD OF HIS LONG CAREER
WITH NEWFOUNDLAND AND
LABRADOR HYDRO.
Piwas, who was diesel plant operator for
30 years in coastal Labrador, passed away
at the Labrador Grenfell Health Center in
Happy Valley-Goose Bay on Tuesday,
April 7, at the age of 71.
Piwas’ former supervisor Rod Cabot has
only kind things to say about Edward and
his work. Cabot says he was the only
Innu in memory to work his entire career
with Hydro.
“He was a quiet person,” Cabot said,
explaining that Piwas did shift work 14
days on and seven off on the north coast
14

of Labrador before and after the move
from Davis Inlet to Natuashish. “He was a
model employee. Everyone was very sad
to hear that he was having some health
issues for the last year.”

“Edward always found a way to get his
point across,” says Cabot. “He had a great
sense of humour and was always fast to
help out. He was a very respected man
who took his work seriously. He was a

“He had a great sense of humour and was always
fast to help out. He was a very respected man
who took his work seriously. He was a family man.
He was involved in the development in his
community,” Rod Cabot
Piwas loved to hunt, trap and fish and
was involved with the community
government, Cabot says. There was a
language barrier, though, and his
daughter Maryjane sometimes had to
come to training sessions to translate
for him.

family man. He was involved in the
development in his community.”
Edward retired in 2001 in Davis Inlet and
spent his last week with his family in
community retreat.
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L-R: Ivan Kearley, Roger Fudge, Dave Collier and Willie McDonald served breakfast to over 100 students at Bay d’Espoir Academy.

Small acts of kindness reap big rewards
EVERY YEAR DURING NATIONAL
VOLUNTEER WEEK, THE EMPLOYEES
OF NALCOR ENERGY HAVE THE
OPPORTUNITY TO REVISIT THEIR
COMPANY’S CORE VALUES IN A UNIQUE
WAY, CALLED ‘ACTS OF KINDESS.’
These charitable acts, performed by the
employees of Nalcor, are all clear
examples of leadership, teamwork, trust,
and respect.
This year the team from Bay d’Espoir
went above and beyond and were
honoured for their efforts. The team
visited Bay d’Espoir Academy to assist
with their breakfast program and
provided entertainment for the residents
of Greenwood Manor (Senior Citizens
Home). “We had several musicians with us
at Greenwood manor,” said Trudy Sooley,
“We sang and played guitars. The
residents thoroughly enjoyed it!” Trudy
Sooley and Helena Crant were this year’s
Acts of Kindness Ambassadors for the
Bay d’Espoir area.
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$4,000 was also awarded to the community
organizations of the winning team’s
choice. The Bay d’Espoir team chose to
divide the winnings among the various
community organizations. Bay d’Espoir
Minor Hockey, Exploits Valley SPCA, Bay
d’Espoir Cancer Benefit Group, St. Alban’s
Fire Department, Milltown Fire
Department, Bay d’Espoir Fire Department,

and Vimy Ridge Army Cadets were all
beneficiaries of this year’s Acts of Kindness
Week contest.
“Our communities are strengthened
through initiatives like Acts of Kindness
Week,” Sooley says, and Nalcor employees
will continue to dedicate their time to
groups who need it.

Junior Hartery chatting with some of the residents at Greenwood Manor for an afternoon of
fun including, Bingo, lunch and a cup of tea!
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Hydro employees exceed expectations for Kids Eat
Smart once again
A NUTRITIOUS BREAKFAST IS
CONSIDERED THE MOST IMPORTANT
MEAL OF THE DAY. IT IMPROVES
ACADEMIC PERFORMANCE, HELPS
MAINTAINS A HEALTHY DIET AND
PROVIDES A NATURAL BOOST
OF ENERGY.
Kids Eat Smart is a Newfoundland and
Labrador breakfast program that aims to
ensure every child in the province is fully
nourished while attending school.
In the past year, Newfoundland and
Labrador Hydro (Hydro) has helped Kids
Eat Smart encourage great mornings
by providing more than 20,000 breakfasts
to the children of this province. This
accomplishment has been achieved
through corporate and individual
donations and many volunteer hours.
“I am thrilled with the ongoing
partnership between the breakfast
program and Hydro since 2010,” said
Celina Stoyles, Executive Director of Kids
Eat Smart. “It started with the employees
giving in their own communities and
towns, and because of the employees’

Hydro volunteers at Queen Elizabeth High School in Conception Bay South.

“I am thrilled with the ongoing partnership between
the breakfast program and Hydro since 2010.”
Celina Stoyles
dedication, the whole organization soon
became committed.”
This year, Kids Eat Smart has delivered
approximately 22,000 healthy
breakfasts to 241 clubs in 90% of the
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schools in Newfoundland and Labrador.
“The warm environment is just as
important as the breakfast,” said Stoyles,
“which is why we are so grateful for the
volunteers - especially during Hydro’s
Acts of Kindness Week.”
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COMMUNITY

5th Annual Bull Arm Southern Harbour Bottom Beach clean-up.

Small team makes big impact in Bull Arm area
WITHIN RECENT YEARS, THE BULL ARM
FABRICATION TEAM HAS TAKEN ON
NUMEROUS VOLUNTEER PROJECTS.
Even though they are a small team of only
five members, this group has made a
massive difference in the communities
surrounding Bull Arm.
“All the community work that we do is
simply our way of giving back,” says
Susan Ryan, Site Superintendent at Bull
Arm. “We love doing it, and it brings
our small group closer together.” Their
team includes Susan, Nancy Hart,
Jonathan Drummond, Chris Dawe and
Natasha Carey. They try to choose

Some of the initiatives selected by the
team include Kids Eat Smart breakfast
program, the Swift Current Science
Fair, the Junior Achievement program,
the Nalcor Summer Breakfast program
at the Jimmy Pratt Memorial Outreach
Centre, the Ronald McDonald House
Home for Dinner program, annually
organizing the Southern Harbour Beach
clean-up and countless other volunteer
programs and charity donations.
The success of this small team’s volunteering
initiatives has proven to benefit not only
them, but the communities in which they
volunteer. “It helps the business, it brings
the team together and it makes the

- it gives everyone a sense of belonging,
encourages civic responsibility and gives
us an opportunity to get to know our
co-workers in a less formal setting.”

Volunteering at Ronald McDonald House.

“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful and
committed citizens can change the world; indeed,
it’s the only thing that ever has.” Margaret Mead
volunteering initiatives near the Bull Arm
site to demonstrate a commitment to
the community.
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community feel more engaged and
motivated knowing that the company is
behind them,” said Ryan. “It has an impact

Volunteering at Kids Eat Smart Breakfast
Program at Tricentia Academy.
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Looking Back
SOMETIMES TO VISUALIZE WHERE WE
WANT TO GO, IT’S GOOD TO SEE
WHERE WE’VE BEEN AND HOW FAR
WE’VE COME.
If you see a familiar place or person, or
have an old photo you’d like to see
featured in Outlet, please let us know.
Email gaylestcroix@nalcorenergy.com
Churchill Falls Relay
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Paradise River construction

Backing in since 1975!
Happy Valley-Goose Bay
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Nalcor Energy 2015 Scholarship Program

Every year, Nalcor Energy and Newfoundland and Labrador Hydro support educational and academic achievements by providing
scholarships to students who achieve academic excellence and are leaders and role models in their schools and communities.
Scholarships are awarded annually to children of employees and retirees of Nalcor companies who achieve high academic standing
in high school and who demonstrate commitment to volunteer in their communities.
Up to 15 scholarships, valued at $1000 each are available to graduating Level III students enrolled in a full-time program of study at
a post-secondary school to begin in September 2015. The deadline to submit an application is August 28, 2015.
Applications are available on the GRID or by contacting
communityinvestments@nalcorenergy.com

Retirees: December 2014 to May 2015
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NAME

POSITION

LOCATION

Pinsent, Baxter F.
Wells, Benny
Heffernan-Harris, Catherine
Allured, Moira
Snow, William F.
Oliver, Ray
Jarvis, David R.
Way, Clarence
Bouzane, Terry J.
Smith, Roger C.
Clarke, Frederick G.
Hopkins, Leon B.
Leonard, Marilyn
Petley, Kimberley D.
Snow, Baron
Noseworthy, Wanda C.
Arbuckle, Trevor F.
MacDonald, Keith J.
Noonan, Frank
Collier, Gerard C.

Lead Thermal Plant Operator
Issuing Authority
Stock/Sales Clerk
Warehouse Worker
Communications Engineer
General Maintenance “B”
Instrumentation Supervisor
Line Supervisor
Materials Control Clerk
Team Lead,Support Services
Technologist - Chemical
Technologist - Protection & Control
Manager Risk & Insurance
Office Manager
Issuing Authority
Buyer
Engineer - Mechanical
Mechanical Maintenance “A” - Millwright
Fire and Security Officer
Line Worker “A”

Holyrood Plant
Churchill Falls
Churchill Falls
Churchill Falls
Hydro Place
Happy Valley
Holyrood Plant
Flowers Cove
Bishop’s Falls
Port Saunders
Holyrood Plant
Whitbourne
Hydro Place
Hydro Place
Churchill Falls
Hydro Place
Hydro Place
Stephenville
Churchill Falls
Bay d’Espoir Plant

YEAR STARTED
1983
1977
1982
1978
1980
1998
1981
1978
1979
1985
1987
1987
2005
1977
1976
1980
1986
1989
1983
1989
NALCOR ENERGY
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New Places: December 2014 to May 2015
DECEMBER 2014
Jeff Vincent, Manager, Thermal Generation, Holyrood Plant
Darrell Brown, Electrical Maintenance “A”, Whitbourne
Edward Gallant, Technologist - Instrumentation and Controls, Whitbourne
Jason King, Project Manager, Hydro Place
Thomas Compton, Electrician/Operator, Holyrood Plant
Barry Hillier, Apprrentice Power System Operator, Churchill Falls
JANUARY 2015
David Hicks, Manager, Operations and Work Execution, Bishop’s Falls
Michael Thompson, Plant Operations Supervisor, Churchill Falls
Jamie Hynes, Stores Worker, Churchill Falls
Matthew Hynes, Hydro Plant Operator, Bay d’Espoir Plant
Mitchell Kearley, Apprentice Millwright, Churchill Falls
Amy Lester, Graduate Engineer - Mechanical, Hydro Place
Jonathon Peddle, Apprentice Electrician, Exploits Generation
Rodney Decker, Materials Control Clerk, Bishop’s Falls
Rhonda Burry, Financial Analyst, Hydro Place
Wade Hillier, Manager, Transmission and Rural Operations, Northern Region,		
Port Saunders
Michael Barnes, Hydro Plat Operator - Remote, Upper Salmon Plant
FEBRUARY 2015
Edward Park, Hydro Plat Operator - Remote, Cat Arm Plant
Travis Hodder, General Maintenance “A”, Churchill Falls
Morris Bessey, Cook, Churchill Falls
Sarah Churchill, Safety Management System Specialit, Hydro Place
Nadine Ball, Receptionist/Switchboard Operator, Hydro Place
Brandon Genge, Line Worker “A”, St. Anthony
Ann Malone, Settlements Analyst Hydro Place
Terence Murphy, Technologist - Protection & Control, Churchill Falls
Slader Way, Line Worker “A”, Roddickton
Terri Lynn Fahey, Accountant, Hydro Place
MARCH 2015
Gregory Thompson, Vegetation Inspector, Bishop’s Falls
Martin Luther, Issuing Authority, Churchill Falls
Phillip McLean, Driver Ground Worker, Happy Valley

Heather Comerford, Assistant Controller, Energy Investments, Hydro Place
Christopher Kirby, Reliability Standards Engineer, Hydro Place
Andreas Phillips, Technologist, Protection and Control, Happy Valley
Jason Street, Shift Supervisor, Energy Control Centre, Hydro Place
Stephen Sceviour, Lead Thermal Plant Operator, Holyrood Plant
Donna Martin, Mantenance Planning Clerk, Churchill Falls
Scott Hudson, Lead Thermal Plant Operator, Holyrood Plant
Gerard Molloy, Lead Thermal Plant Operator, Holyrood Plant
Dean Smith, Manager, Operations and Work Executation, Port Saunders
Perry Quirke, Team Lead - Budgeting, Forecasting and Site Services, Hydro Place
Shawna Diamond, Mantenance Planning Clerk, Churchill Falls
Christopher House, Electrician/Operator, Holyrood Plant
APRIL 2015
Matthew Brenton, Fire and Security Officer, Churchill Falls
Terry O’Neill, Manager, Transmission and Rural Operations Services, Bishop’s Falls
Terry Abbott, Systems Operations Engineer, Hydro Place
Chad Blackmore, System Operator Trainee, Hydro Place
Jackie Borden, Manager Internal Audit, Hydro Place
Kerry Bennett, Power System Operator, Churchill Falls
Phillip Hollett, Manager, Menihek Generation, Hydro Place
William McDonald, Utility Worker, Bay d’Espoir Plant
Hedley Rowsell, Stores Worker, Bishop’s Falls
Robert Skiffington, Accounting Clerk III, Hydro Place
Roger Evans, Apprentice Power System Operator, Bay d’Espoir Plant
Nicole MacDonald, General Help, Churchill Falls
Byron Organ, Apprentice Power System Operator, Bay d’Espoir Plant
MAY 2015
David Goosney, Planning Engineer, Hydro Place
Gerard Cochrane, Thermal Genneration Technical Advisor, Holyrood Plant
Connie Bartlett, Stores Worker, Churchill Falls
Jason Chislett, Stores Worker, Churchill Falls
Kelly Michelin, Stores Clerk, Churchill Falls
James Edmunds, Recreation Assistant, Churchill Falls
Mark Canning, Electrical Maintenance “A”, Whitbourne
Shane Pollard, Technologist - Protection & Control, Stephenville
Cavan Ropson, Recreation Attendant, Churchill Falls

New Faces: December 2014 to May 2015
DECEMBER 2014
Dena Kavanagh, Senior Protection and Control Engineer, Hydro Place
Darren Marsh, Manager Risk & Insurance, Hydro Place
Brian Sparkes, Energy Trader, Hydro Place
Sean Power, Off Serv./Stock clerk, Hydro Place
JANUARY 2015
Colleen Baker, Senior Financial Analyst, Torbay Road
David McCallum, Geophysicist, Hydro Place
Amanda Penney, Innu Liaison Coordinator, Muskrat Falls Site
Derek Pye, Welder, Churchill Falls
Joshua Welcher, Client Support Analyst, Churchill Falls
John Skinner, Accounting Manager, Torbay Road
Cody Hayley, Thermal Plant Operator, Holyrood Plant
Drapper Holley, Mobile Equipment Operator, Churchill Falls
Mark White, Thermal Plant Operator, Holyrood Plant
Laura Fifield, Benefits & Communications Coordinator, Happy Valley
FEBRUARY 2015
Natasha Carey, Admin Asstistant, Hydro Place
John Adams, Manager, Long Term Asset Planning, Holyrood Plant
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MARCH 2015
Donna Ryan, Financial Analyst, Hydro Place
Stephanie Molloy, Technologist - Chemical, Holyrood Plant
APRIL 2015
Glenn Canning, Safety, Health & Environment Advisor, St. Anthony
Brock Price, Manager, Engineering & Asset Management, Hydro Place
Scott Pike, Auto Mechanic, Churchill Falls
Lydon Augot, Mech Maint “A” - Welder, Bay d’Espoir Plant
Emery Barter, General Maintenance B, Bay d’Espoir Plant
Dennis Applin, Thermal Plant Operator, Holyrood Plant
Reginald Baker, Thermal Plant Operator, Holyrood Plant
Meredith Baker, Legal Counsel, Hydro Place
MAY 2015
Ian Garrett, Mechanical Maintenance “A” - Machinist, Bay d’Espoir Plant
Jason Coady, Electrical Design Engineer, Hydro Place
Zachary Andrews, Quality Advisor, Hydro Place
Samantha Tobin, Field Engineer, Torbay Road
Steve Emberley, Geologist, Hydro Place
Andrew Martin, Manager, Operations and Work Execution, Exploits Generation
Ryan Murphy, Thermal Plant Operator, Holyrood Plant
Christina Penney, Transmission Planning Engineer, Hydro Place
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Take a moment for safety.
We know it’s easy to get lost in an email or text, but we all need to stay alert when
we’re on the move in the office. Don’t create a hazard for yourself or for those
around you – that email will be waiting for you when you’re back at your desk.

Hydro Place, 500 Columbus Drive, P.O. Box 12800
St. John’s, NL A1B 0C9
(709) 737-1440
nalcorenergy.com
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